
 
Fred S Keller Preschool Re-Opening Plan September 2020 

 
The first day of on-campus educational services will be delivered by the Fred S Keller 

School for preschool students at both our Yonkers and Piermont locations on Wednesday, 
September 9th. Our hours of operation will be 9am-2pm for students and 8am-5pm for staff 
Monday through Thursday and the school will be closed for additional deep cleaning and 
sanitizing by our cleaning company on Fridays. We will provide virtual/distance instruction for 
all students on Fridays. The Fred S Keller School will operate on a hybrid model until such time 
that the COVID-19 data along with our governing agencies such as the NYS Education 
Department, the local DOH, OCFS and our own school board have determined that we can 
safely go back to our pre-COVID-19 schedule of operation.  
 

The hybrid model will be as follows: Our total population of students will be placed into 
two groups: Group A and Group B.  Placement in these groups will be contingent upon a child’s 
classroom. Each classroom of children will be cut by 50% so that on any given day we will only 
have half of the children enrolled in that classroom present.  
Our classes with a 6:1:2 ratio will have 3 students in per day. 
Our classes with an 8:1:2 ratio will have 4 students in per day. 
Our classes with a 12:1:2 ratio will have 6 students in per day. 
Our classes with a 16:1:2 ratio will have 8 students in per day. 
This allows FSK to keep all classrooms with less than the mandated 10 students in attendance 
on any given day and will allow us to practice social distancing of 6 feet even in our classrooms 
with students on our lowest levels (pre-verbal capabilities in the 6:1:2 who need the most 
support). Each of these groups, Group A and Group B will alternate going to school on-site 
Monday through Thursday one week at a time. Each student will receive their own individual 
supplies that will be stored in classroom bins with each student’s name. These materials will be 
sanitized each day as part of the daily sanitation procedures mentioned later in this document 
 The school will be closed each Friday for additional deep cleaning and sanitizing by our 
professional cleaning company and all students will receive virtual/distance instruction on 
Fridays. For example, Mary Smith is my daughter. Mary will go to school on-site Monday 
through Thursday full day. She will then receive virtual/distance learning that Friday and all of 
the following week and return to on-site instruction again Monday through Thursday the week 
thereafter.  
*students with a 1:1 aide on their IEP will be included on both the A and B list and be able to 
attend school in person every Monday through Thursday. The 1:1 aide will be able to ensure 
social distancing and all health and safety procedures at all times.  
 

All staff at the Fred S Keller Schools will receive training prior to re-opening on COVID-19 
procedure and protocol for health checks and health hygiene. Each staff member will also be 
provided with a face shield, at no cost, that can be sanitized throughout the day and when 
there is a change in the student they are instructing. Disposable face masks will also be 
available, at no cost, to all staff members to use in addition to shields. Parents who wish to 
send in their child with face masks will be allowed to do so and Fred S Keller staff will gladly 



encourage our students over the age of 2 years to wear these masks. We will not, however, 
force students to wear masks. Fred S Keller will follow a 6-foot social distancing protocol in all 
classrooms, related services (speech, OT and PT) and use of our restroom facilities for students. 
Classrooms will have their floors taped off for easy guidance for teachers and staff and there 
will be signage posted throughout the building as a reminder to social distance at all times. All 
classrooms at Fred S Keller will maintain less than 10 students at any given time no matter the 
ratio on a student’s IEP. Sanitizing stations will be set up in the entry way of each floor of our 
school buildings for staff and student use. The Fred S Keller Schools all have access to filtered 
drinking water in our lounges for all staff and students whenever needed. “How to stop the 
spread of COVID-19” signs will be posted throughout the building and “Proper Handwashing” 
signs will be posted in the adult and student restrooms.  

 
Fred S Keller School has suspended any visitors from entering the building at this time. 

Any pre-placement tours will be done virtually until further notice.  

The Fred S Keller School will maintain a log of every person (staff and students) who 
may have close contact with individuals at the school. These logs will be continuously updated 
when needed and kept in the main offices at each campus. This log will contain contact 
information of these individuals so that they can be contacted, traced and notified in the event 
an individual at Fred S Keller is diagnosed with COVID-19. In the case that a staff or student is 
diagnosed with COVID-19 the campus director will be personally responsible for contacting the 
NYS and local health departments and all campus families will be contacted immediately. Fred S 
Keller will cooperate with tracing efforts, including notification of potential contacts, such as 
employees or students who had close contact with the individual, while maintaining 
confidentiality required by state and federal law and regulations. In the event that an individual 
is diagnosed with COVID-19 at the Fred S Keller School, the campus will immediately be closed 
for in-person instruction and staff and students will be notified and sent home. The campus will 
go through a complete professional cleaning and a certified COVID-19 disinfecting procedure 
until it can be re-opened. Students and teachers will remain on computer-based distance 
learning during this disinfecting process and need to follow the proper DOH quarantine and 
health screening before they can return to a Fred S Keller building.  

 Parents will be mailed the OCFS Health Screening One-Time Attestation and prior to the 
first week of August with detailed instructions of how they will need to utilize this form daily. 
The Fred S Keller School will also schedule a ZOOM meeting for parents to further explain the 
use and importance of the form and it being a mandate for the fall.  
 
 Each classroom will have a binder for its OCFS Cleaning and Disinfecting log. These logs 
will be collected and stored weekly by our Campus Day Care Director and kept in their office for 
future inspection.  
 
 Each employee at the Fred S Keller School will have their own binder and their daily 
OCFS Health Screening Attestations will be completed daily upon arrival to work and be 
checked daily by their supervisor. Each campus will have one or more employees at the time 



clock where employees clock present each day taking temperatures. Each employee can then 
record it on their form when reporting to their designated classroom. Any employee who has a 
temperature of over 100 degrees, breathing issues (not previously documented in their medical 
file), vomiting, diarrhea or a cough will be asked to leave the building immediately and not be 
able to return to work without a doctor’s note clearing them to return to work.  
 
 When students arrive for the day via buses, they will be escorted off the bus one at a 
time and their temperature will be taken and recorded on a daily log. Students with a 
temperature of less than 100 degrees will be escorted to their classroom. In the event a child 
has a temperature of over 100 degrees, breathing issues (not previously documented in their 
medical file), vomiting, diarrhea or a cough, their emergency contact will be called to come pick 
them up asap from the campus. Students who are driven to campus by a parent or guardian will 
wait in their car (not entering the building) until a staff member with a thermometer can take 
that child’s temperature, record it in our daily log and then escort them to their classroom. 
Each Fred S Keller School campus will have a quarantine area to take any students that fit the 
description above (temperature above 100 degrees, cough, vomiting or diarrhea) and their 
emergency contact(s) will be called to come and pick them up from the school immediately. 
Any child sent home will be required to stay home for 24 hours and not be allowed to return to 
school without a note from a medical doctor clearing them to come back to school.  
  
 At the end of each school day when the students have all left the building the staff will 
be required to stay and sanitize all curriculum that were used for that day with products 
approved to disinfect COVID-19. This includes anything that would not be cleaned by our 
cleaning company. For example, face shields, pens, tablet screens. toys, and any other items 
with potential for contact directly or indirectly with the COVID virus.  
 
 The Fred S Keller Schools will continue to conduct fire and lock down drills as mandated 
and ensure that social distancing measures are considered.  
 
 The Fred S Keller Schools will continue to meet the standard ventilation requirements to 
ensure that our staff and students are working in areas that are adequately ventilated. The 
school buildings that do not have windows that can be opened will have their ventilation 
systems serviced in July 2020 to ensure proper ventilation is being spread in all areas of the 
buildings.  
  
 
  
 
  


